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the hospital across town as their online competition, 

rather than examining how progressive industries like 

retail, banking, and hospitality have raised the digital 

experience bar.  

In response, this eBook provides solid examples of 

exceptional online experiences provided by leading 

online retailer Amazon, along with concrete examples 

of how a similar experience can — and should — be 

delivered in healthcare. It is meant to inspire and lead 

healthcare marketing teams in their efforts to leverage 

digital experience as a competitive weapon.

Competing on customer experience is the name of 
the game in business these days, and healthcare is 
no exception. As customers, we want to have a good 
experience in every healthcare interaction we have 
— one that makes us feel highly valued by offering 
a good return for the time and money we invest in 
appointments, diagnostics, medications, treatments, 
and even procedures.

As a result, we’re behaving differently when making 

healthcare decisions. We depend less on referrals from 

our personal physician and instead seek information 

and empirical data online. We ask our friends on 

social networks what they’d recommend; we research 

our out-of-pocket costs; evaluate provider ratings; 

examine hospital quality; and most of us have a 

strong preference for providers that offer a great 

digital customer experience. Convenience is just that 
important to us. 
 

This is a new competitive dynamic for healthcare 

marketers whose organizations have long looked to 

ABSTRACT

“Alexa, where’s
the closest
emergency
room?!”
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Consumer = Customer = 
Patient experience

Abstract

As consumers, we have more choice than ever before. As 

a result, our habits are changing. We’re more demanding, 

less forgiving, and perhaps less loyal to brands than we 

once were — slip up with just one negative experience, 

and brands risk losing a customer for life. This means 

each customer interaction is more important than ever. 

of marketers compete
primarily on the basis of 
customer experience —
discrete moments that, 
together, strengthen or
weaken a customer’s 
preference, loyalty,
and advocacy.

89%

Jake Sorofman, Simon J. Yates, Augie Ray
‘Customer Experience Primer for 2016’

Wrong
address on 

website.
Goodbye.

Disconnected
phone number.
Goodbye.

Couldn’t
request

appointment 
online.

Goodbye.

Too little
 doctor

information.
Goodbye.
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Findings in a recent McKinsey Consumer Health 

Insights Survey indicate that consumers value the 

same experiential qualities in healthcare that they 

value in non-healthcare settings. Companies like 

Amazon often lead the charge. According to the survey 

results, the company qualities that earn high rankings 

with consumers are:

What are some of the lessons healthcare organizations 

can apply from Amazon? What are the best practices 

we should be using?

Learning by example

Abstract

Providing great customer service
Delivering on expectations
Making life easier
Offering great value
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Abstract

others about our experience, which means more when 

you understand that 80% of consumers trust online 

reviews as much as personal recommendations (or 

warnings against negative experiences). From the first 

symptom-related Google search we do, to the ease of 

scheduling an appointment online, to the timing of the 

mobile reminders and accuracy of the driving directions 

we receive, every digital touchpoint matters.

Bringing that Amazon-like experience to healthcare 

begins with a strategy that is deeply grounded in 

consumer expectations. Today, we all expect that the 

information we provide will be used to personalize 

recommendations and treatment plans, to remind us 

of upcoming appointments, to properly communicate 

expectations, and to help everyone involved in our 

care get, and stay, on the same proverbial page. 

When there’s a breakdown in the customer experience 

— when a provider fails to live up to their brand 

promise — we’re just as likely to switch providers as 

we are to switch hotels. We’re also highly likely to tell 

of patients use online 
reviews as their first step in 
finding a new doctor77%

Source: Software Advice
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How consumer experience
best practices translate
to healthcare
Just like in retail, healthcare organizations need 

a comprehensive strategy to deliver incredible 

consumer experiences. Understanding your 

consumers’ journeys and what kind of experiences 

affect them — both positively and negatively — will 

help you focus your efforts on the elements that 

can have the biggest impact. You can’t be expected 

to tackle every touch point on every channel at 

once, but there are best practices you can follow. 

Translated for healthcare, these strategies help you 

improve, step-by-step.

Mobile 
first

Conversion
optimization

PersonalizationUser
experience
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How consumer experience best practices translate to healthcare

Start by thinking of your hospital’s website as the top online retailer, 

Amazon.com. How does Amazon put the ingredients of great 

consumer experiences together to make an appetizing offer? 

Let’s learn how to develop and implement effective tactics like 

these to engage health consumers online.

Amazon's mobile-first strategy guarantees a seamless 
and user-friendly experience whether you visit their 
site from a desktop computer, a tablet, or a mobile 
phone

Amazon continually monitors and improves their 
user experience efforts, based on data, to make 
engagement easy and simple

Amazon’s site and app are designed to act as a 
dynamic conversion environment, maximizing lead 
conversion and revenue

Amazon leads the way in marketing personalization 
efforts, from related recommendations to email 
programs and more

•

•

•

•

Consumer
experience
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User experience (UX) is an art and a science. 

Creating a phenomenal user experience 

requires knowing the technology, the 

consumer, and your organization. Good UX is 

critical to designing to digital experiences that 

are smooth, intuitive, and simple, and that 

keep the consumer's needs first to maximize 

convenience. UX testing is at the forefront 

of everything they do. Amazon tests new 

elements on their website on a daily basis. 

They’ve been known to invest vast resources 

in understanding their users, how they 

engage and interact with their website, what 

elements are more effective, and so on. 

User
experience

HEALTHGRADES 9
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User experience

Doug Brown
Managing Partner of

Black Book Rankings

User experience at Amazon

Amazon employs over 200 UX researches and 
designers. By contrast, most healthcare organizations 
have never hired or budgeted for an in-house or 
outsourced UX expert.

UX at Amazon has been steadfast for many years. 
While they have redesigned several times, the Amazon 
look has remained consistent because they use data to 
drive all of their design decisions — keep the things 
that work, and only slightly modify those that don’t. 
By contrast, most healthcare organizations have 
little data or neglect to review their web analytics to 
understand what’s working. Often, they don’t even run 
usability tests on their sites.

•

•The focus of healthcare technology 
vendors needs to be on  mobile, cloud,   
and data integration  to successfully 
meet the future demands of the changing 
healthcare landscape...
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User experience

In your UX work, focus on the following list of consumer 

expectations and outcomes.

Functionality: Users from all backgrounds understand 

good UX. For a hospital website, a user expects to 

intuitively access physician information, images, video, 

ratings/reviews, and a streamlined online scheduling 

experience. Focus on information architecture, 

navigational structure, and responsive design. 

Value: Every piece of digital content should provide 

value, which might translate to a personal and 

engaging bio or a video discussing philosophy of care 

for every provider in the organization. This type of 

easily accessible information is what the consumer 

needs to make comparisons and decisions between 

providers. 

Your organization has a real opportunity to use UX as 
a differentiator, and if you can’t find the money for 
research and testing elsewhere, try tapping into the 
thousands (millions, in some markets) of dollars spent 
on printed brochures, TV, and billboard ads. 

Satisfaction: When humans interact with technology, 

the interaction can elicit an emotional response. 

As marketers, we never want the response to be 

frustration, anger, or confusion. UX means creating 

an interaction that leaves a consumer feeling content, 

satisfied, or even happy. This could be achieved by 

using psychologically rewarding colors, graphics, and 

calls-to-action.

Keep functionality, value, and satisfaction in mind, and 

then focus on the technology and design trends that fit 

your organization’s brand personality. As long as you’re 

thinking about the end result and the individual steps it 

takes to get there, you’re on the right track.

11



When employing a multichannel strategy, the 

consumer experience with your brand on mobile 

devices is expected to soar. Why? Because consumers 

largely use mobile devices to conduct most aspects of 

their personal and professional lives. Last year alone, 

mobile search was expected to generate 27.8 billion 

more queries than desktop search. As you can imagine, 

a bad mobile experience can cause serious damage 

to a brand. That’s why 84% of companies who claim 

to be consumer-centric focus on the mobile customer 

experience.

Mobile first

HEALTHGRADES 12
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Mobile first

Mobile presence and capabilities can help 

healthcare organizations succeed in an era 

of instant gratification, where time is limited 

and consumers are looking to do business 

with organizations that make life easier. Just 

like in retail, an optimal mobile experience 

helps your organization engage with your 

consumers on the go, in the moments of 

truth, when it matters most.

No matter how you view Amazon, you have 

an attractive, easy option. They offer two 

choices: a mobile app and a responsive site. 

By contrast, many healthcare organizations 

(HCOs) still don’t have a mobile responsive 

site, let alone a mobile app that is easy to 

use and helpful in the consumer's daily life.

SITE
The site, no matter the device 
you view it on, has many features 
designed to make the consumer 
experience pleasant.

APP
The mobile app is readily available 
when you visit their website and 
offers all the same ease-of-use 
features you get from the browser 
experience, plus some app-only 
benefits like the Save & Compare 
drag-and-drop tool.

A prominent search bar. Amazon realizes that it can’t know what 
every single consumer is looking for and makes a concerted effort 
to allow consumers a concerted effort to make the search feature 
easy to find and use. HCOs should seize this opportunity to delight 
visitors by optimizing their internal site search to provide advanced 
search options with comprehensive search results that are 
organized by categories. 

The mobile experience on Amazon

13



In retail, the highest converting websites do 

several things differently. But before we get 

into the details, let’s highlight a few points 

that also translate to healthcare:

Conversion
optimization

The more landing pages you have, the more leads you 

are likely to get

Videos can increase purchases of the product by 144%

A one-second delay in your site speed can result 

in a 7% reduction in conversions

A/B testing is becoming the preferred method that 

has brought a lot of organizations the most success

→

→

HEALTHGRADES

You have 8 seconds
to make a compelling headline 

and landing page. After 8 seconds, 

the majority of web visitors leave.

→

→
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Conversion optimization

Amazon makes it super easy to buy something: add an item to your basket and with 

two clicks (or less, with 1-click ordering enabled), you've bought it. But in healthcare, 

reaching the “buy” (scheduling an appointment) can often mean multiple clicks for 

the consumer just to find a page with phone numbers. A simple navigation change 

or a new button could bring this converting element to the forefront.

vs.

CLICK ONE CLICK TWO CLICK THREE CLICK FOUR
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Conversion optimization

Healthcare organizations need to streamline their 

appointment making process and make it easy for the 

consumer to engage and convert.

Provide a call-to-action that is easy to 

understand, e.g., "Book an Appointment"

Deliver on that promise by allowing the user to 

actually book an appointment online instead of taking 

them to another page where they have to click again, 

or call, or worse: log into a patient portal. If you have 

a call-to-action, deliver on that action and promise. 

Otherwise, avoid the CTA altogether.

If truly scheduling an appointment online is not 

possible, then provide a short and easy form on your 

website, but make sure that consumer will be called 

back or responded to in as close to real-time 

as possible.

Book a Doctor Now
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Personalization is, arguably, the biggest buzzword in 

marketing these days. Marketing automation platform 

vendor Marketo describes the effect of personalization 

as profound: “Feeling connected makes the difference. 

It creates a sense of community yet individuality all at 

the same time. Personalization in marketing works.” 

Amazon has fully embraced this strategy, to great 

effect. In healthcare marketing, personalization may 

be a fairly new endeavor, but your consumers are 

already experiencing these strategies, and coming to 

expect them, from other industries. The time has come 

to dive in. Define the business drivers that matter most 

and implement personalization to impact those goals, 

then grow and expand your use cases over time.

Personalization

HEALTHGRADES 17
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Personalization

The goal is to drive business toward
a certain product or service line.

Amazon does this by promoting “best sellers” or a “deal of the day.”

Healthcare can accomplish this by featuring important, top-of-the-funnel 

offerings like health risk assessments (HRAs), inexpensive screenings, and events. 

When you want to drive demand for profitable procedures or leverage capacity in 

new facilities, you can provide content and calls-to-action that guide consumers 

down a preferred path.

Example:

LINKS TO

CTA

LANDING PAGE

18
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Personalization

The goal is to increase the relevance 
of content based on browser data and  
browsing behavior.

Amazon keeps track of all search, browser, and 

purchase history, which enables them to offer each 

consumer content that appeals to them. 

Healthcare can accomplish this using a web CMS that 

both tracks ambient (in session) data and leverages 

it to place consumers in specific targeting groups, 

based on their site behaviors. Use cases include the 

display of related content based on location, time of 

day, page views, or form fills. Personalized offerings 

can include showcasing web content like physicians, 

services, and events  that would be of interest to 

the user based on their IP-detected location (nearby 

Urgent Care Clinics), time of day (an Emergency 

Room), or places they visit on your site (e.g., Read 

an article on knee pain and then browsed your 

orthopedic provider profiles? Show them a banner for 

your upcoming joint replacement seminar.)

LOCATION PERMISSIONS

LOCALIZED EXPERIENCE

Example:
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Personalization

The goal is to promote related 
products and services.

Amazon promotes products and services related 

to a consumer’s past purchase with features like 

“Customers who bought [product name] also bought 

...” which are incredibly effective.

Healthcare can accomplish this “also bought” or 

“customers like me…” style of promotion by promoting 

newsletters, classes, and articles that are related to 

the service line on which they converted. For example, 

a woman registering for a childbirth class might also 

receive a list of classes including New Parenting and 

Nutrition During Pregnancy or a link to register for a 

Maternity Suite Tour.

CROSS PROMOTION 
of other related maternity and birthing topics.

A VIRTUAL TOUR PAGE
offers the opportunity to move 
a lead further into a conversion 
funnel by cross-promoting an 
in-person tour.

Example:
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If your hospital’s website were a store, your 

providers would be the top product you’re selling 

(via their profiles), followed by locations, services, 

technology, expertise, and supporting events. 

As a result, these elements, in that order, should 

get quite a bit of attention, prime real estate, 

and focused resources to make them appealing, 

engaging, and promotable — ultimately enticing 

the health consumer to “buy.”

Read on to discover four tips to transform your 

provider directories.

Provider profiles 
are like Amazon 
product pages

HEALTHGRADES 21



Provider profiles are like Amazon product pages

Answer the consumer’s qualifying questions first

Amazon offers price, ratings, shipping availability/costs, 

images, and more within the first few lines of content 

for every product page. 

Likewise, a provider's profile must include information 

that prospective patients need or want to know. It 

should help them compare providers and ultimately 

make a decision about seeing a particular physician. 

Recap and summarize the initial qualifying questions a 

prospective patient might ask: 

        

 

Providing this information satisfies the qualify phase. 

But we understand that after prospective patients 

gather that information, they’ll begin evaluating which 

among the qualified physicians they’ll choose based 

on likeability, trusted endorsements, expertise, and 

convenience.

1

Insurances accepted
Locations where services are available 
Availability to accept new patients 
Specialties and conditions treated 
Professional qualifications (education, awards,  
certifications, etc.)

•
• 
•
• 
•
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Provider profiles are like Amazon product pages

There’s only one chance to make a great first 

impression, so when it comes to provider bios, your 

content needs to deliver. In addition to the facts, 

consumers crave more personal content that helps 

them find a physician that feels — yes, feels — like 

the right fit for them. Comprehensive bios, engaging 

images, physician ratings and reviews, and even videos 

are absolutely critical. 

Use storytelling to create compelling bios 
Amazon promotes their products with rich 

descriptions, features, and details that compel a user 

to buy. In turn, healthcare marketers must think of the 

provider bio as the opportunity to promote a physician 

in the same way.  Delve into the provider's story: 

highlight their unique competence and supporting 

accomplishments; focus on their areas of deep 

expertise; and underscore their philosophy of care. 

Include personal quotes, patient stories, and links 

to earned media or research. Write in the voice and 

tone of the organization, but let the personality and 

capabilities of each particular provider shine through. 

Improve audience engagement with provider videos
Videos are an interactive and sharable element that 

deepens a consumer’s emotional connection to the 

physician’s skills and attributes. Videos create a sense 

of familiarity for potential patients before meeting a 

physician for the first time. High-quality production 

videos and compelling storytelling are highly effective 

inbound marketing tools. These videos can play a 

key role in driving new traffic to your healthcare 

organization’s website and converting visitors to loyal 

long-term patients. 

2

Forge an emotional connection
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Provider profiles are like Amazon product pages

Consumers want more information on their potential 

providers. When it comes to reviews and ratings, a 

recent study showed that 92% of consumers read 

online reviews and 77% of patients use online reviews 

as their first step in finding a new doctor. As a result, 

including provider ratings and review information on 

profiles is an imperative.

Reputation monitoring
Because more consumers are using online reviews to 

compare physicians, healthcare brands, and facilities 

before scheduling an appointment, managing your 

reputation online is a key component to promoting 

positive reviews and addressing any negative concerns. 

Reviews are readily available through sites like Yelp, 

Facebook, and Google. 

The latest consumer and patient trends show:

Like Amazon reviews, including provider reviews on 

your own site brings greater transparency and builds 

more trust with your consumers, but alone they’re not 

enough to compete. Healthcare organizations should 

be leveraging a reputation management platform or 

service to monitor, respond to, and solicit new reviews 

for all of their locations and physicians across a 

growing ecosystem of online review sites.  

3

Provide empirical data

84% of patients use online reviews to 
evaluate physicians
80% of consumers trust online reviews as 
much as personal recommendations
60% of patient respondents feel it’s “very”or 
“moderately important” for doctors to 
respond to online reviews 

•

•
 
•
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Provider profiles are like Amazon product pages

Trackable calls-to-action prompt your visitors to 

take the next step forward, and they give you a way 

to measure your marketing efforts. Examples of 

conversion-rich calls-to-action in healthcare are:

Scheduling an appointment online is the closest 

we can get to a retail “buy now” button, and for 

healthcare organizations this could mean some 

pretty remarkable downstream revenue. This is a 

concerted effort where technology and stakeholders 

from multiple departments need to come together 

to provide the capabilities and track conversions in a 

retail-like manner. 

4

Add calls-to-action

Real-time online appointment scheduling
Trackable phone numbers and forms for 
appointment requests
Health risk assessments
Event and e-newsletter registration forms
Customer feedback or surveys

•
•

•
•
•
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Growing consumerism in the healthcare industry 

— a result of higher deductibles and copayments, 

network narrowing, and greater transparency into 

provider performance and costs — has made consumer 

experience initiatives more of an imperative for the 

leaders in the industry. While it may be that healthcare 

will always be catching up instead of leading the 

charge in consumer experience innovation, there is no 

denying we need to catch up faster and adopt some 

of the most important aspects of digital consumer-

centric approaches.

Focusing on consumer experience lessons learned from 
businesses like Amazon, spending on user experience 
testing, prioritizing mobile experience, and ensuring 
you have a highly converting, transactional website are 
fundamental to your overall marketing success. This is 
an ongoing process, and you can apply what you learn to 
continually improve. 

Yes, healthcare Is different, but people are not
In other industries, high customer satisfaction levels 

have been linked with stronger loyalty, sales, and 

profits. Research in multiple industries has shown 

that companies that routinely achieve high customer 

satisfaction scores rely on best-practice measurement 

systems that:

CONCLUSION

Link improvements in the customer
experience with desired business outcomes (e.g., 
repeat sales)

Enable the companies to identify the most 
important drivers of customer satisfaction
and measure ongoing performance in
those areas

Uncover operational insights that enable the 
frontline staff to make continuous improvements 
in the customer experience 

•

•

•
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Healthgrades empowers meaningful connections between 

people and healthcare providers. At healthgrades.com,   

we help millions of consumers to find and schedule appointments 

with their provider of choice. With our scheduling solutions, 

CRM, advanced analytics applications, and omnichannel 

communications services, we help more than 1500 hospitals 

cultivate consumer relationships, improve access, and build 

patient loyalty.

about
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